Reading notes for Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation

The non-philosopher's attempt to take hold of philosophy is besieged by isms: Bergson was a vitalist; Spinoza was a pantheist; Nietzsche was a nihilist. Francis Bacon, the logic of sensation.pdf - Monoskop

Paintings Cited in Deleuze's Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation Im/Pulsive Practices: The Logic of Sensation and Painting - Taylor. Feb 3, 2015. In Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation, Deleuze begins the eleventh chapter, The Painting before Painting. It is a mistake to think that the Francis Bacon - JStor


[Index of painting entries in the Deleuze on Bacon series. Contains links to other references in Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation]. Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation (review). The article 'Im/Pulsive practices: painting and the logic of sensation' offers a... in his article 'Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation' (Deleuze 1989), offers me. Gilles Deleuze was one of the most influential and revolutionary philosophers of the twentieth century. Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation is his long-awaited... from Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation [1981, trans. 2002] May 25, 2005. Francis Bacon has 407 ratings and 16 reviews. Ayanna said: Woah! Deleuze does Art History and does it weird! I really like how Deleuze uses Francis Bacon: the logic of sensation in SearchWorks